TEEN & TWEEN
SLANG DECODED
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We’ve combed through our data to find the most common slang
words that teens and tweens are using these days. Some of
them you’ll be familiar with, but many may surprise you!
Warning: Some of these terms are explicit in nature. Please be advised before viewing —
and don’t leave this sheet lying around the house for younger eyes to stumble upon.

ASB
“As balls”

KMS
“Kill myself”

Basic
Someone who is viewed as
boring or as a conformist

KYS
“Kill yourself”

Stan
An overzealous or obsessive
fan of a particular celebrity
TBH
“To be honest”

Cappin’
Lying

Lit / Turnt / Turnt Up
Something that’s active or
popular; Stoned or drunk

TDTM
“Talk dirty to me”

Ded
A play on “dead,” used when
something is really funny

Low key
Quiet, modest, or subtle;
To treat with little emphasis

Tea
Gossip or interesting news
shared between friends

GOAT
“Greatest of all time”

Salty
To be bitter or cranky
about something

Thicc
Looking good no matter
one’s size or shape

Skeet
To ejaculate

Thirsty
Desperate for attention —
usually sexual attention

Gucci
Something good or cool
Finsta
Fake Instagram account
FOMO
“Fear of missing out”
High key
Flagrant, assertive, or
public — usually regarding an
embarassing or well-known fact
Juul
A type of e-cigarette that is
small and discreet

Smash
To have casual sex
SMDH
“Shaking my d*mn head”
SMH
“Shaking my head,” in a way
that means, “I don’t believe it”
or “That’s so dumb”

THOT
“That ho over there”; Often
used instead of “sl*t”
Woke
Socially or politically conscious
YEET
A very strong “yes”

Snack
An attractive person
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